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Detection dog training

Introduction

The Italian hare Lepus corsicanus is endemic to central-southern Italy and Sicily, and
its distribution range has been greatly altered by human activities. Although this
species is protected in continental Italy, it is morphologically similar to European hare
Lepus europaeus and the two species could be confused during hunting. To
determine the geographical range of Italian hare in the hunting districts of L’Aquila
province, we conducted non-invasive genetic sampling using scat detection.

Methods

From September to October 2017 we surveyed five areas of Abruzzi Region (ranging from
400 to 3,600 ha), located within the species historical distribution. The chosen areas are
placed between 450 m and 1800 m a.s.l., principal habitat were: broad-leaved forest,
coniferous forest, natural grasslands, transitional woodland-shrub, pastures and
agriculture area with natural vegetation. The study areas were adjacent are to three
protected areas. Searches for faecal pellet sampling were conducted using a scat
detection dog. The dog was a English springer spaniel trained by positive reinforcement
for hare scats recognition. Faecal pellets indicated by dog were collected for genetic
analysis if they were free from mould and not crushed or broken; scat position, dog paths,
temperature and humidity were also recorded. DNA was extracted with QIAamp DNA
Stool Mini Kit. The determination of the species for the DNA extracted from the pellets
was done through High Resolution Melting Analysis, conducted with the Rotor-Gene Q and
the Type-it HRM PCR Kit. We develop a L. corsicanus suitability model using MaxEnt,
occurrence data were basing on Italian hare’s scat position (20 m grid).

Subject involved in the experiment is a springer spaniel trained for twelve months in
scent detection. The dog is a female, and she started training at 12 months old. For
the stimuli, we used sample of scat of Italian Hare collected from the environment
and genetically checked. The training procedure used is the odour imprinting. he
preliminary phase of the experiment consisted of the imprinting of target scent. The
imprinting was done with the sniffing technique. Clean scat samples were placed in a
sterilized glass container (20' at 100°). Each dog had 3 sterilized glass jars (one for
each day of imprinting) containing each 3 samples of scat. The handler, sitting on a
chair in domestic environment, held the jar in his hand. The dog received the
reinforcement each time he sniffed inside the jar. All the dogs involved in the
experiment were already conditioned to this method of training. The target scent was
imprinted on three consecutive days. The dog performed 243 target odor sniffing
and received 243 reinforcements.
All tests were conducted in blind modality where only the experimenter knew the
target odour position. The position of the lineup corresponding to the target odor is
randomly extracted using a nut. For the lineup, clean scat samples were used. After
each test, the PVC containers are cleaned with 90% water and 10% vinegar solution.
Dogs works on the lineup off leash, in a familiar training environment without
environmental distractions. For each test the dog has two minutes to identify the
target scent, once the time expires the test is considered as non-response. The
handler can get the dog's attention by touching each box with his hand. The alert
behaviour of the target smell is not imposed by the experimenter, the dog can show
the learned behaviour (sitting, lay down, freezing).
Each dog has to perform two different tests:
•Easy Test (PF): it is a lineup made by six containers, one contains the target scent,
other five are empty.
•Difficult Test (PD): it is a lineup made by six containers, one contains the target scent,
other five contains five distraction scents (a plastic object, the scent of the handler,
one dog toy, dog food, grass).

Results

In total, 31 transects were made. Overall, the dog travelled 72 Km (about 6 hours per
day), the driver 28 km. The survey lasted 10 days. The duration of the search phase
was 20 hours 20 minutes, the resting time (i.e. the time in which the dog remained
stationary because in the resting phase or in the phase of passive alert, was 9 h 31
min. The total effective search time was 10 h 49 min. Dog indicated 120 hare pellets,
considering the fresh and old samples. The faecal pellets sampled, as suitable for the
DNA extraction analyzes were a total of 51. Out of all samples analysed, the
characterization of the species was successfully carried out for 47 of them: 24 were
assigned to Italian hare and 23 to Brown hares. For 4 samples it was not possible to
carry out the characterization probably due to the bad state of DNA conservation.

Study areas and pellet genotyping

Bynary suitability model (brown suitable areas)

Discussion

Use of detection dog greatly improved scat collection (short searching time and survey in difficult habitat and substrates) and genetic analysis success (92% characterization rate). In
every the surveyed areas, we assessed the presence of both Italian and European hare. On the basis of our results we proposed the ban of hare hunting in the simpatry areas (green
areas in the suitability model picture) and the ban of restocking of L. europaeus in the suitable area of L. corsicanus, as predicted by species distribution model. We have
demonstrated the importance of incorporating traditional field techniques with non-invasive sampling and sophisticated molecular tools to elucidate geographical range, extent of
occurrence, and areas with the highest suitability for occupancy by the Italian hare. Such information is essential in designing strategies for species conservation focused on: brown
hare repopulation, poaching or accidental hunting, suitable habitat fragmentation.

